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Over the past 30 years, ALTEN has established itself as a leader by supporting its customers’
development strategies in the areas of innovation, R&D and information systems.

ALTEN

WORLD LEADER

IN ENGINEERING
AND TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING

2.269 billion€

... et sur

13 sites

of revenue in 2018

en France

34,000

€

employees

Active in
more than

25 countries

5 sectors:
• Automotive, Rail & Naval
• Energy & Life Sciences
• Aeronautics, Space, Defense
& Security
• IT Services & Finance
• Telecoms & Media

90%

of Engineers

+ de

70

54%

du CA à l'international

ALTEN
Operating
Models

5 levels of commitments
to answer to the customer’s needs
Consulting

Commitment of resources

Globalization

Commitment of resources

Services contract

Service level agreement

Work unit service contract

Commitment to results

Fixed-price project

Commitment to results

Commitment of resources

Gathering on a single contract
covering several consulting
projects

TAILORED

COMMITMENT

Service contracts with
a commitment of resources
and performance

Service contracts with a
commitment of results and
performance

Fixed-price projects with
commitment to results
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Delivery of specific, flexible
expertise

Administrative rationalization
Flexibility & supply consulting

Delegation management
& Service engagement

Deliverables industrialization
& productivity gains

Control, Quality, Cost Time

nationalité

ALTEN
IN SPACE
Satellites

Space launcher

Ground segment
Allemagne / AngAllemagneleterre / Belgique / Canada / Chine / Espagne / États-Unis / Finlande / France / Italie / Pays-Bas / Pologne / Qatar / Roumanie / Singapour / Suède / Suisse

750

Space Engineers

OUR CLIENTS
THALES ALENIA SPACE I AIRBUS D&S I CRISA I ARIANE GROUP I UNITED LAUNCH ALLIANCE
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LAUNCHER
Launching a satellite may account for nearly a third of the total cost of space project.
This is why reducing launch costs is a major driver for competitiveness in the space industry.
With its technical expertise (structure, heat, flight mechanics, etc.), ALTEN is taking part
in various development projects to meet the challenges of more flexible and competitive
launchers.

Industrialisation of the future
European launcher

Development of a light
launcher in Italy

In order to accelerate delivery of all of its client’s new
launchers, ALTEN is supporting it throughout the
mechanical part industrialisation process, such as the
machining of launcher stiffeners (in the form of a ring)
for example.

ALTEN is taking part in the development of new
versions of the light launcher (equipped with the largest
solid propellant rocket in the world), with the Italian space
industry. This launcher is considered to be the most
reliable in the world in its category.

Our engineers are distributed across two service
centres. They are working on:

ALTEN Italy engineers worked in several fields:

• Industrialisation studies: part feasibility analysis and
validation of design office output
• Industrial project management: management
of the entire project
• Supplier monitoring: analysis of subcontracting
decisions (ordering new machines, drawing up
production mix and negotiating with subcontractors)
• Quality-acceptance and equipment quality control
(assembly, machining and pyrotechnics)
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• Mechanical design and electrical layout
• Avionics systems tests and validation
• Development of the flight simulator
• Mechanical sizing of the cryogenic tank
• Pyrotechnical design of the solid engine
• Supplier management

Space launcher
Satellites

Ground segment

Mechanical design of the future
European launcher
Modular, flexible and competitive, by 2020, the new
European launcher will provide the best launch solution
to commercial and institutional clients. A historic partner
to aerospace manufacturers, ALTEN is actively taking
part in its development in various fields (structure, heat,
flight mechanics).
With more than 10 years’ experience in space mechanics,
ALTEN has deployed several service centres to support
its client. They are working on several aspects of the
entire V-model:
• Design of the mechanical structure: definition
of the architecture, mechanical design, structural
mechanics calculation and fluid mechanics
calculation.
• Aerothermal studies: for example, avoiding
temperature levels being too high under the rocket
fairing, which would damage the satellites.
• Trajectory control: simulating the behaviour
of the launcher in the flight phases
• Testing and validation of the mechanical structure
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SATELLITES
In parallel to geostationary satellites, the satellite market has been shaken up by the new
private actors’ “New Space” concept: constellations of serially-produced mini-satellites,
with a limited life cycle.
ALTEN has more than 20 years’ expertise in the field of spatial electronics and systems
engineering, from design of the embedded electronics, to software development and final
satellite integration.

Satellite assembly, integration
and testing (AIT)

Space electronics design in Agile mode

ALTEN is capitalising on more than 20 years’ know-how
in assembly preparation, validation testing and final integration (pre-launch) for various satellites, for the CNES
(French National Centre for Space Studies) and other
manufacturer clients.

Syncroness, an ALTEN Group subsidiary in the United
States, is responsible for designing the antenna system
microcontroller of an experimental satellite from end to
end, working on:

Using multi-disciplinary teams of engineers (space
system architecture, electricity/electronics, real-time
system, radiofrequency, optics, mechanics, heat),
ALTEN is responsible for:
• Preparing integration of the satellite: defining
integration procedures for operators
•Checking that the sub-systems function properly
(power supply, communication by radiofrequency,
onboard management, orbit or altitude control,
optical instrument, structure, heat)
• Validate the satellite’s operation after assembly
(environmental testing in space or launch conditions:
extreme temperatures, pressure close to sidereal
vacuum, vibration and electromagnetic compatibility)
ALTEN engineers work in white rooms (classes ISO8 &
ISO5) and on launch sites (Kourou, Baikonur, Jiuquan) on
different types of satellite project.
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• Systems engineering
• Design of embedded electronic systems
• Development of embedded software
• Integration and validation
To be able to deliver the product within a very short time
frame (7 months), ALTEN engineers have been able
to adapt the agile approach of IT in space electronics
design. This innovative approach was also the subject of
a publication in AIAA.

Space launcher
Satellites

Ground segment

Design of mini-satellite sub-systems

Development of the satellite CSW
(Central Software) flight software

To provide superfast broadband for everyone, in
particular in areas that are difficult for the land network
to access, there is a project planning to launch a
constellation of 600 mini-satellites in low orbit, which
should begin in 2019.

ALTEN has supported its clients since 2008 in the
development of critical embedded software for
telecommunications and earth observation satellites,
whether within the framework of scientific, military or
satellite sector design programmes.

Very compact, each mini-satellite will weigh less
than 200kg and should also be designed for serial
production.

The organisation of these activities through a dedicated
service centre enables ALTEN to handle all the design
and validation processes for software modules in total
independence, whether they are linked to components
of the payload, the platform or the AOCS.

ALTEN has set up a service centre for the design
of sub-systems such as the photovoltaic panel module, the payload (the antennae) or the interface with
the launcher, working on the following:
• The mechanisms study
• The static, dynamic and thermoelastic analysis
• The control and validation of assembly plans
• The definition of test specifications
With engineers that have between 10 and 15 years’
experience in the satellite field, ALTEN has supported
the client in an international collaboration project, with
an agile approach.

Within this context, ALTEN engineers are working in:
• The specification of various CSW components
• Component design and architecture
• The full code development cycle
• The definition of test specifications
and test procedures
• Carrying out tests through virtual simulators
• The final integration of components
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GROUND SEGMENT
In order to guarantee optimal satellite communication and management, it is necessary to set
up an entire installation on the Earth’s surface called the ground segment, which requires an
ultra-effective information systems.
ALTEN is taking part in the deployment of tools to optimise its clients’ operation of the various
installations for communication with satellites.

Application development for the ground
segment

Supervision and upgrading
of ground segment IT infrastructure

ALTEN is actively taking part in the development of IT
applications for the ground segment, focused on the
cloud and virtualisation, supported by new technologies
such as Machine Learning and Big Data.

With a Franco-Italian joint-venture in the space industry
sector, ALTEN is providing supervision and maintenance
of ground segment IT infrastructure for earth observation projects.

With its “Software & System” service centre that has
more than 80 engineers, ALTEN is working on:

ALTEN’s engineers are working on:

• Development of ground segment application
software
• Integration, verification and validation of higher
application layers
• Virtualisation of ground segment work stations
(environment creation, reproduction
of the data centre system)
• Deployment of infrastructure in various
client countries
• Creation of IT platform deployment automation
tools (DevOps activity)
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• Infrastructure supervision
• Definition of infrastructure architecture
• Development of supervision software
• Correction of anomalies
With its strong expertise in information systems,
ALTEN is improving the platform supervision process
and putting in place a real synergy with the ALTEN
integration teams upstream of the project.

Space launcher
Satellites

Ground segment

Design and maintenance of transport
and assembly equipment
ALTEN is contributing to the in-service support of
transport and assembly means for balistic missiles.
Its service centre, with a team of multi-disciplinary
engineers (mechanics, systems engineering) is providing for its client:
• The design of solutions and upgrades
• The analysis of technical data, needs and operational
performance
• The development of maintenance equipment
• Configuration management
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
The Space 4.0 is revolutionising the sector’s industry. The production cycle, sector accessibility
and above all data processing are being fundamentally transformed.
Combining its expertise in space engineering with its digital skills (AI, Big Data, Cloud, UX/UI, Agile,
etc.), ALTEN is able to bring added value to the various product/process digitalisation projects in
the space sector.

Development of the SDN demonstrator for
military communication satellites
Within the framework of developing new telecommunications satellites, ALTEN is responsible for developing
an SDN (software-defined networking) system demonstrator. This robust software is able to self-correct in case
of equipment failure and can easily withdraw from the
network. It shows the military authorities the feasibility
of this innovative technology.
An ALTEN service centre has been set up to work in
agile mode on:
• The technical specifications: Analysis
of client needs
• Software development: development of various
modules (decision logic, SQL database),
analysis of dependency management, development
of a communication system between software
modules, creation of a web application type HMI
• Testing and validation: definition of test scenarios,
debugging and validation.
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ALTEN LABS
ALTEN Labs provide an environment to develop our expertise on cutting-edge technologies
and test their applicability on our industrial projects.
True source of inspiration and learning, the ALTEN Labs foster digital innovation by implementing
multi-functional teams mixing our digital engineers and our business engineers.
ALTEN Labs experiment with the capabilities of new digital tools in the aerospace industry:
visualising the impacts of design modifications on rollout in virtually real time, quickly analysing
the ergonomics of the workstation designed, etc.

RENNES
•S
 mart Systems Security (Blockchain,
Cybersecurity, AI Safety)
•N
 etwork and connected objects
(IoT, Multimedia, Calculation System)
• Advanced testing (Robotisation,
Automation, Artificial
Intelligence)

PARIS REGION
•S
 mart & autonomous systems
(Physical and Algorithmic Modelling,
Onboard Systems, Artificial Intelligence,
Image Processing, Sensors and Signal
Processing)
• Testing and Robotic process automation
(RPA)
• Connected objects (IoT)

TOULOUSE

SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS

•B
 ig Data and Business intelligence
(Industry 4.0, Predictive Maintenance)

•B
 ig Data and AI (Automated Processing
of Heterogeneous Data, Behavioural
Prediction)

• Digital UX/UI (AR/VR, Definition of new
Product Functionality)
• Digital continuity (Experimenting with
new uses for 3DEXPERIENCE PLM)
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